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Speech, Language & Communication Skills Newsletter Tips
Speech, language and communication skills are important for
all children, not just those with identified needs. This fun activity
will heighten your awareness of speaking & listening and in
turn develop language skills that are so important to literacy &
learning.
20 questions. One person thinks of an object. Others try
and guess what it is by asking questions. The original player
can only answer yes, no or maybe. Give a clue if they are on
the wrong track. Can they guess it in 20 questions?
Giving directions. Ask your child to give someone directions on how to get somewhere. They have to know words like
‘left, right and straight ahead’ first. Start with your child telling
Granny how they get to school, but as they get better at it ask
them to direct someone to less familiar places.
Tell a story from your childhood. Traditional stories are
important for developing language but also culture. If you feel
creative you can of course use props such as puppets or draw
faces on your fingers to improvise.
Talking on the phone. Give your child opportunities to talk
on the phone. If they require some support, teach them how to
answer the phone and prompt them with what they can say on
the phone. Granny in particular will be grateful!
The year 6 bubbles have been busy over the last few weeks putting their creativity to
good use!
They have started a restoration of the pizza oven by designing and creating their own
clay tiles. These include a wooden 'cookie', which they had to use a bow saw to make.
They then used a wood burning pen to inscribe their name, before painting and varnishing. Mr O'Shaughnessy also helped the children with a valuable life skill, as they used
tile adhesive to stick their creations to the wall. With good weather planned for next
week, they are hoping to be able to redesign the mosaic front as a leaving gift to the
school.

Following a challenge and tutorial from Deryn, the
children also created their own blended paintings!
High-levels of determination, perseverance and
resilience, alongside a heap of masking tape,
meant the results were particularly impressive!

